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Self-Isolation Instructions ŽŤĶŭũŤē�ţĶőŤē���ĴĥĩŤē�ěĔũżťőĜ

ŢŤ�ęįİĩũŤē�ęİũťŤ�ţĶŭũŤē�ŽŘ�ĆĔŝėŤē�ŢżťŐ�ĘĥŻ
�ĚżŤĔĝŤē�ěĔũżťőĝŤĔĖ�ŧēĶĝŤǘēŴ

Stay at home for the designated period
and strictly follow these instructions:

Self-isolate in a separate room and use a seperate 
bathroom and refrain from contact with others

�ŧĔũĨ�ŧİĭĝĸēŴ�ĚŭżőŨ�ĚŘĴŔ�ŽŘ�ŢĹřŬ�ţĶŐĉŴ�ŮŻĴĬǚē�ŊŤĔĭĜ�ǘ
ŦŁřŭŨ

�ųƸƸƸĤŵŤē�ŏĔƸƸƸŭŜ�İƸƸƸĜĳē�ȕŮƸƸƸŻĴĬǚē�ĚƸƸƸŉŤĔĭũŤ�ŶŵƸƸƸŁŝŤē�ęĳŴĴƸƸƸŅŤē�İƸƸƸŭŐ
�ŽŘ�ŮŻĴĬǚē�ŮƸƸƸżĖŴ�ŢŭżĖ�ųƸƸƸŭšũŨ�ĚŘĔƸƸƸĹŨ�ĴėŠĉ�şĴƸƸƸĜēŴ�ěēĵĔƸƸƸřŝŤēŴ

ĚřżŤǜē�ěĔŬēŵżĩŤē�ĕĴŜ�Ŵĉ�ţĶŭũŤē

In the event that it is absolutely necessary to be in 
contact with others, WEAR a facemask and gloves and 
maintain as much DISTANCE as possible between you 

and other people at home or pets

�ĚŨĔőŤē�ĚĩŁŤē�ūŵŬĔŜ�ĳēİŀĎĖ�2018�ĚŭĹŤ��34��ŪŜĳ�ūŵŬĔŝŤē�ŹŤč� ƻēįĔŭĝĸē
�ĴŲļĉ�ĚĠǙĠ�ŮŐ�ŦŝĜ�ǘ�ęİŨ�ĺėĩŤĔĖ�ĘŜĔőŻ�ųŤ� ƻēĲżřŭĜ�ęĳįĔŁŤē�ěēĳēĴŝŤēŴ
�ŮżĜĔű�ŶİĨĎĖ�Ŵĉ�ĳĔŭŻį�ŗǘć�ęĴĽŐ�ĵŴĔĥĜ�ǘŴ�ĳĔŭŻį�ŚŤĉ�ŮŐ�ŦŝĜ�ǘ�ĚŨēĴŕĖŴ
�ŃĴŐ�Ŵĉ� ƽĳĔĸ�ķŴĴżřĖ� ƻĔĖĔŁŨ� ƻĔŁĭļ�İŁŜ�ŮŐ�ŹřĬĉ�ŮŨ�ŦŠ�ȕŮżĝĖŵŝőŤē
�ŮŐ�ŒŭĝŨē�Ŵĉ�ȕĴżŕťŤ�ŶŴİőŤē�ŦŝŭĖ�İŁŜ�ŮŐ�ĘėĹĜ�Ŵĉ�ȕŶŴİőťŤ�ŮŻĴĬǚē

�ķŴĴżřŤē�ĳĔĽĝŬē�ŒŭũŤ�ĆēĴĤč�źĉ�ĲżřŭĜ

Pursuant to the Public Health Law (Law no. 34 of 2018), a 
prison term of not less than three (3) months and/or a !ne of 
not less than BD1,000, nor more than BD10,000, shall be 
imposed on any person or persons who, either intentionally 
or negligently, camou"ages, obscures, shields, or in any other 
way conceals from the relevant authorities, any individual 
who has, or may have, any contagious pathogen, or refrains 
from carrying out any measure, or hinders or prevents the 
relevant authorities from carrying out any measure, required 

to prevent the spread of any contagious pathogen

�śĔėňǜē�ŢƸƸƸŤı�ŽƸƸƸŘ�ĔƸƸƸũĖ�ĚżŁĭƸƸƸĽŤē�ĚƸƸƸżŤĶŭũŤē�ěēŴįǜē�şĳĔƸƸƸĽĜ�ǘ
�ŹťŐ�ĿĴĨēŴ�ȕŮƸƸƸŻĴĬć�ĿĔĭƸƸƸļĉ�ŒŨ�ĻĳĔřũŤēŴ�ŚƸƸƸļĔŭũŤēŴ�ĕēŵƸƸƸŠǜēŴ

ŧĔōĝŬĔĖ�ĪŉĸǜēŴ�ĕēŵĖǜē�ņĖĔŝŨ�ŪżŝőĜ

DO NOT share personal household items including 

plates, cups, towels, or bedding with other people, and 

regularly sanitize door handles and surfaces

�ŮŨ�İŠĊĜŴ�ŦƸƸƸŻİŭũĖ�ĺƸƸƸŉőŤēŴ�ţĔőƸƸƸĹŤē�İƸƸƸŭŐ�ŪƸƸƸřŤē�ĚƸƸƸżŉŕĝĖ�ŪƸƸƸŜ
�ȖĚƸƸƸŝťŕŨ�ěǙƸƸƸũŲŨ�ĚťƸƸƸĸ�ŽƸƸƸŘ�ĚŨİĭĝƸƸƸĹũŤē�ŦƸƸƸŻįĔŭũŤē�ŮƸƸƸŨ�łƸƸƸťĭĝŤē
�Ŵĉ�ŦŜǜē�ŹťŐ�ĚżŬĔĠ�20�ęİũŤ�ūŵƸƸƸĖĔŁŤēŴ�ĆĔũŤĔĖ� ƻēĳŵŘ�ŢŻİŻ�ŦƸƸƸĹŔēŴ

ţŵĩšŤē�ŹťŐ�źŵĝĩŻ�ĴŲŉũĖ�ŢŻİŻ�ŪŝŐ

 ŦŜǜē�ŹťŐ�ĚżŬĔĠ�20�ęİũŤ�ūŵĖĔŁŤēŴ�ĆĔũŤĔĖ�ŧĔōĝŬĔĖ�ŢŻİŻ�ŦƸƸƸĹŔĉ
ţŵĩšŤē�ŹťŐ�źŵĝĩŻ�ĴŲŉũĖ�ĔũŲũŝŐ�Ŵĉ

�ŽŘ�Şżń�Ŵĉ�ţĔőĹŤē�Ŵĉ�ŹũĩŤĔŠ�ĚżŤĔĝŤē�ŃēĴŐǜē�ŢżťŐ�ěĴŲŌ�ēıč
��444��ŮĬĔĹŤē�ŊĭŤĔĖ� ƻēĳŵŘ�ŦŁĜē�ĚżŤĔĝŤē�Ĕ ƻŨŵŻ�14�ƸŤē�ţǙĬ�ĺřŭĝŤē

ĚżėŉŤē�ĚŻĔŐĴŤē�ĘťňēŴ

COVER your coughs and sneezes with tissues and 

ensure that the used tissues are disposed of in a closed, 

touchless trash can;  WASH your hands with soap and 
water or clean your hands with an alcohol-based sanitizer 

immediately after sneezing or coughing

WASH your hands regularly with soap and water for at least 
20 seconds or sanitize them with an alcohol-based sanitizer

If you become ill with fever, cough, or shortness of 
breath in the 14 days, you must CALL (444) immediately 
and request medical care. 

%H$ZDUH�%DKUDLQ�ŽŐēŴ�ŒũĝĥŨ�ŞżėŉĜ�Ŧ ǁũĨ
�ţĔŝŭŤē�ŢřĜĔű�ŹťŐ

Download the ‘BeAware Bahrain’ app on your mobile 

phone 

ǧ

�ŮƸƸƸŨ�İƸƸƸŠĊĜŴ�ȕŢƸƸƸĹřŭŤ�ęįİƸƸƸĩŨ�ěǙƸƸƸũŲŨ�ĚťƸƸƸĸ�łƸƸƸżŁĭĝĖ�ŪƸƸƸŜ
�ŋĔƸƸƸřĝĨǘē�ĘƸƸƸĥŻ��ĕĴƸƸƸĹĜ�źĉ�ŒƸƸƸŭũŤ�ĚƸƸƸĤŴįĶŨ�ķĔƸƸƸżŠĉ�ŧēİĭĝƸƸƸĸē
 72��ŧĔƸƸƸŻĉ�ĚĠǙĠ�ęİƸƸƸũŤ�ţĶŭũŤē�ŽƸƸƸŘ�ĚƸƸƸťŁřŭŨ�ĚƸƸƸŝŉŭŨ�ŽƸƸƸŘ�ěĔƸƸƸŻĔřŭŤĔĖ

ŶĴĬǜē�ĚżŤĶŭũŤē�ěĔŻĔřŭŤē�ŒŨ�ĔŲŭŨ�łťĭĝŤē�ŦėŜ��ĚŐĔĸ

Designate a speci!c trash bin for your waste, and 
ensure the use of double layered bags to prevent any 
leakages. Your waste must be kept in a separate area in 

the household for three days (72 hours) before being 

thrown out with other household generated waste


